Abstract-We show how to approximate any function in AC 0 by decision trees of much smaller height than its number of variables. More precisely, we show that any function in n variables computable by an unbounded fan-in circuit of AND, OR, and NOT gates that has size S and depth d can be approximated by a decision tree of height n − βn to within error exp(−βn),
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are those for the class AC 0 of constant-depth, unbounded fan-in, Boolean circuits. A sequence of papers [1] , [3] , [10] , [4] has proved strong lower bounds for computing natural functions like Parity with such circuits.
Santhanam ([7] ) has given a template for such improved algorithms. Many of the circuit lower bounds are based on showing that the circuit can be simulated or approximated by another type of representation, such as a decision tree or a low-degree polynomial. In particular, for many of these representations, Satisfiability is trivial or at least relatively easy. Santhanam used a decision tree representation to give an improved algorithm for the satisfiability of formulas over the De Morgan basis. One can also think of Williams' Satisfiability algorithm for ACC 0 ( [9] ) as following this template, with the representation being low-degree polynomials.
This raises the question of what size of each representation is required for different classes of circuits. Interestingly, the question of size of decision tree needed to represent AC 0 circuits was considered early in the study of this class. Ajtai, in his original paper [1] which, independently of Furst, Saxe and Sipser [3] , showed that Parity is not in AC 0 , also showed that for any > 0 and for sufficiently large n, AC 0 circuits have a correlation at most 2 −n 1− with parity. The main tool used in the proof of this correlation bound is a result on approximating AC 0 circuits by decision trees that are much less than full height. More precisely, Ajtai shows that the value of the AC 0 circuit is exactly that of the decision tree on all but an exponentially small fraction of branches of the tree. Until very recently, this gave the best known such correlation bound for polynomial-size constant depth circuits.
Decision trees are a very natural, well-studied model of computation, with applications in many areas of Computer Science, including machine learning, proof complexity, circuit lower bounds, and the general study of the combinatorics of Boolean functions. In many cases, it is desirable to have a decision tree representation of a given boolean function since many properties of boolean functions that are hard to verify for Boolean functions represented by other means become easy to check in the decision tree model. Thus, this question of the minimal decision tree representation of classes of circuits is interesting in its own right.
Here, we revisit Ajtai's approximation technique, simplifying and strengthening it considerably. We then show how to use it to give a deterministic improved algorithm for Satisfiability of constant-depth circuits. We can also improve Ajtai's correlation bound.
In simultaneous recent work [6] , Impagliazzo, Matthews and Paturi use a related representation, as a disjoint union of sub-cubes where the function is constant, to devise a zeroerror randomized algorithm for #AC 0 SAT . The running time of this algorithm is considerably better than ours, but it seems inherently probabilistic. Their representations also give a tight correlation bound for approximating parity in AC 0 . Hastad [5] also proved this correlation bound using similar techniques.
Like the simpler arguments in [3] , [1], Ajtai's decision tree construction is based on iteratively converting the subcircuits in the circuit to k-juntas (functions that depend on only k variables) and hence k-DNF formulas for constant k. However, instead of choosing a random set R of variables that are then queried obliviously, Ajtai's construction chooses the variables to query adaptively based on how setting a constant number of variables simultaneously simplifies the sets of k-DNF formulas that describe these sub-circuits. In particular Ajtai shows that when k is O(1) one can choose a decision tree T of height n/ log O (1) n so that at all but 2 −n/ log O(1) n fraction of leaves of T all formulas in a given polynomial-size collection of k-DNF formulas reduce to log O(1) n-juntas. Such a statement, which involves setting only a minority of variables, would not be possible using random restriction over a fixed set. In Ajtai's construction, the constant in the exponent of log n in the conversion of sets of k-DNF formulas to log O(1) n-juntas grow exponentially in k.
In this paper, we follow the same basic strategy as Ajtai, but derive a much stronger version of such a construction in which the exponents depend only polynomially on k. Our key improvement over Ajtai's results is a much sharper and simpler lemma showing that with exponentially small failure probability one can find small hitting sets for the sets of k-terms in collections of k-DNF formulas after setting only a small fraction of variables. Moreover, our proof is substantially simpler.
We apply our new construction to show that any AC 0 circuit can be approximated in error-free manner by a decision tree of height n − n/2 O(log 4/5 n) that produces an output value on all but a 2
−n/2
O(log 4/5 n) fraction of leaves.
Our proofs are sufficiently constructive that they yield a deterministic algorithm running in time 2
that, given an n-input AC 0 circuit C, produces a decision tree that exactly computes the value of C. This immediately yields a deterministic 2 
Preliminaries
For a set of formulas F, we use |F| to denote its size and ||F|| to denote the total number of literal occurrences in F. Fix n Boolean variables x 1 , . . . , x n . A restriction on these variables is a function π :
Intuitively, for b ∈ {0, 1}, π sets the values of variables in π −1 (b) to b and leaves the variables in π −1 ( * ) unset. Recall that a decision tree T on n Boolean variables x 1 , . . . , x n is a full binary tree with internal nodes labelled by the variables, the two out-edges of each internal node labelled 0 and 1, and leaves labelled by Boolean values. The tree T defines a Boolean function in a natural way: we start at the root and at each internal node, we query the variable x labelling the internal node and follow the edge corresponding to the value of x. When a leaf is reached, we simply output the Boolean value that labels this leaf. The height of T is the length of the longest root-to-leaf path in T and the size of T is the number of leaves in T .
A restriction decision tree T on n Boolean variables x 1 , . . . , x n is a full binary tree with internal nodes labelled by the variables, and the two out-edges of an internal node labelled 0 and 1. (In contrast to the case of a decision tree, we don't require the leaves to output Boolean values.) Such a restriction defines a natural probability distribution R T on restrictions: Choose a random root-to-leaf path in the tree by starting at the root and choosing a random child at each node; set the variables according to the answers on this path. (A path of length is chosen with probability 2 − .) The height and size of a restriction decision tree are defined similarly to that of decision trees.
An important family of restrictions in the context of AC 0 is the family of random restrictions R ,n , where we choose a random R ⊂ [n] of size and set the values of all variables outside R uniformly at random. Note that this may be seen as choosing the random set R and then applying the tree restriction corresponding to the complete decision tree on the variables outside R. For a set S of input indices, a Boolean function or formula is an S-junta iff its value depends only on inputs indexed by S. The S is called its deciding set. It is an s-junta iff it is an S-junta for some set S with |S| = s. We will produce deciding sets for formulas by combining hitting sets for their terms. A set H of variables is a hitting set for a collection of terms of a DNF formula iff it contains at least one variable from each term.
n is a multiset S with elements from {0, 1} n such that for any subset A = {i 1 
We will need efficient explicit constructions of k-wise independent sample spaces. We use the construction due to Alon, Babai, and Itai [2] .
Moreover, S can be constructed by a deterministic algorithm running in time n
O(k) .
Simultaneous Simplification for Families of k-DNF formulas
In this section we prove our main technical result, namely that given any family F of k-DNF formulas, we can construct a restriction decision tree T F of height corresponding to only a small fraction of number of variables using time |T F | · ||F|| O(1) , such that, except with exponentially small probability, the restriction given by a random root-leaf path in T F reduces every formula in F to a small junta, a function with a small "deciding set" of variables that determines its value.
Usually, arguments for random restrictions apply the probabilistic method by showing that a restriction chosen from a simple distribution given a priori will work, because with positive probability it satisfies all the conditions required to simplify a given family of formulas. Instead, we build our distribution of restrictions constructively as a restriction decision tree based on the detailed properties of the family of formulas. Though we will find it convenient to express aspects of our construction using probabilities over paths in the restriction decision tree, there is actually no randomness required in its construction.
The high-level structure of our argument is similar to that of [1] . In section 3.1 we first show constructively how to produce a restriction decision tree for which the restrictions given by all but an exponentially small fraction of all rootleaf paths "reduce" each formula either by satisfying it or by yielding a small hitting set for its k-terms. The small hitting set property is useful for simplification because, for each choice of values for the variables in such a hitting set, the remaining formula would be reduced from a k-DNF to a (k − 1)-DNF. Indeed, one can assign the variables in such a hitting set and take the union with all the small deciding sets found for the recursive application of the hitting set property to each of the resulting families of (k−1)-DNFs in order to obtain a small deciding set for each formula, an approach taken in [3] and the simple argument in [1] . Instead, in section 3.2 we use a more sophisticated argument from [1] which combines all the different (k − 1)-DNF formulas produced from the k-DNF formulas into a single larger family of (k − 1)-DNF formulas that we can recursively convert into small juntas and then use the union of the deciding sets for all of these small juntas to form the deciding set for the final junta.
Finding Small Hitting Sets for the k-Terms in Families of k-DNF Formulas
We first state our main lemma on hitting sets which shows how to find a restriction decision tree for a family of k-DNF formulas that on almost all of its branches yields either satisfying assignments or small hitting sets for the k-terms of all the formulas in the family.
n of height n/C such that for π chosen according to a random root-leaf path in T F , the probability that for all formulas F ∈ F,
)). Moreover, there is an algorithm with running time
The tree T F in this lemma is constructed in stages. We will think of a formula as being successfully handled if it is either satisfied or has a small hitting set for its k-terms. In each stage we make sure that at almost all leaves of the restriction decision tree we will have successfully handled at least half the formulas in the family that were not handled at the previous stages. Since there are fewer than m formulas in the family, it will take at most log 2 m stages to handle all formulas. The construction for each stage is given by the lemma below; this is the heart of the argument.
Lemma 3.2. Let k be a non-negative integer and
n of height n/C such that for π chosen according to a random root-leaf path in T F , the probability that for fewer than |F|/2 formulas F ∈ F, Before we prove this lemma we apply it in the obvious way to prove our main lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.1: Repeatedly apply Lemma 3.2 with C log 2 m in place of C, replacing F at each leaf by the set of formulas F ⊂ F| π that are not satisfied and do not have small hitting sets for their k-terms. Each application reduces |F| by at least a factor of 2. After log 2 m steps, all formulas will have been removed and at most n/C variables will have been assigned. The failure probability is a union bound over the steps. The constructivity follows from that in Lemma 3.2.
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is quite subtle, though the basic ideas are relatively simple. Any k-DNF formula either has a small set of variables that hits all its k-terms or a large number of disjoint k-terms and in the latter case, it has many different ways of being satisfied. Indeed, this idea together with random restrictions that set most variables is how the argument in [3] and the simple argument in [1] both work. In order to set only a minority of variables we have to balance choices of assignments that satisfy one formula against the terms (and hence potential satisfying assignments) that they remove from other formulas.
In order to make this argument work, we need to orchestrate a careful march towards satisfaction (or small hitting sets) for all the formulas. To do so, we maintain a collection of disjoint, partially satisfied k-terms for each formula in the family. If all members of a collection of variables occurs frequently enough among these partially satisfied kterms then setting those variables makes substantial progress towards satisfying many formulas (along at least some of its branches). There is also a cost incurred in doing so because any term in which these variables are set incorrectly is removed from the disjoint collection for that formula. We therefore apply a form of potential argument that keeps track of the number of partially satisfied k-terms and how far they are from satisfaction. In order to argue that for a high fraction of branches, the wins will dominate the losses, we need to maintain a bound on the sizes of the potential losses and hence we need to also upper bound the number of occurrences of any particular collection of variables among these terms.
Intuitively, as terms get closer to being satisfied, their "likelihood" of being eventually satisfied increases exponentially. We handle this by having the threshold for the frequency required to choose a collection of variables depend exponentially on the distance from satisfaction that setting them would produce. (In general, setting some variables might create terms of many lengths but we only count the benefit from one particular length.) If one of a formula's k-terms does become satisfied then all of its other partially satisfied k-terms are useless and must be removed from our counts, hence we "freeze" the formula by limiting the terms we take into account to a number at which we can safely bet that the formula will eventually be satisfied. We now give the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.2: Let F = {F 1 , . . . , F m }. We can assume without loss of generality that each F i consists only of exactly k-terms, since if either condition holds for the pure k-term part of F i then it holds for
Though the tree T F will depend deterministically on the set F, we find it convenient to describe T F by defining how we follow a random path in T F .
At any point t in the process, for each unsatisfied F i , and each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, we will have a set S t i,j of j-terms and a restriction π t given by the assignment along the path so far. We begin with S 0 i,k being a maximal set of disjoint kterms for F i , and all other S 0 i,j empty. π 0 will be the empty restriction. We will maintain the invariants that, for any i, the terms in the union of the S 
i,j to be the resulting set S i,j and increment t.
The above process repeats until it terminates. However, in our construction, we will prune all branches of length greater than n/C. We need to show that it terminates before this bound with high probability and we need to show that at termination at least half the formulas are either satisfied or have small hitting sets. (2) is at most D j , the type of its contribution depending on whether it is frozen at some level j < j at termination. Since, at any time t, each branching variable can be in at most 2C j−1 m/n terms in some S t i,j , and there are at most n such variables, the number of terms of type (3) is at most 2C j−1 m. So the total is at most
Claim 3.7. For any j with 0 < j < k, any run has at most m/(4k) formulas frozen at level j and not at any level j < j.
Proof: If f j m formulas are frozen at level j, but not at any smaller level, they each had D j terms in S t i,j at the time t that they were frozen, for a total of D j f j m such terms. Going through the categories again, none of these terms were removed for being frozen at smaller levels, by definition. At the end of the process, there must be fewer than C j−1 m/j terms in all of the S t * i,j , since otherwise there would be a variable that would appear in at least C j−1 m/n such S t * i,j and we would branch on it. Finally, as above, at most 2C j−1 m of these terms are removed from some S t i,j because they include a branching variable. Thus formulas either have small hitting sets or are frozen at level 0, which is the same as being satisfied.
So when the process terminates, we either have a constant fraction of formulas set to 1 or with small covers. Finally, we need to show that the process terminates in small height with high probability.
Let B j be the number of steps where we create terms of size j.
Claim 3.9. The probability that
Proof: Every time we create terms of size j, we expect to create at least 2 −k C j m/n such terms. (More precisely, if we branch on variables we expect to create at least 2 − C j m/n such terms.) We have no matching upper limit, but we can artificially restrict our attention to any subset of exactly C j m/n potential terms. Let Y i be the number of terms created from among these potential terms in the i-th step in which we create terms of size j.
and each |X i | ≤ C j m/n, so by the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality with M = C j m/n, for any fixed N such that
C j m/C and the probability that at most K terms of size j are created is at most exp(−2 −2k−3 k −2 n/C). We claim that this event must indeed happen on any branch. For j = 0, at most m such 0-terms can be created on any branch, but since 
/C)). the number of variables queried is less than n/C.

Proof:
The height is at most k times the number of branching steps. Each branching step contributes to B j for some 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Each branching step sets at most k variables. The bound then follows by Claim 3.9.
Finally, we can complete the proof of Lemma 3.2. By Claim 3.8 at least m/2 formulas in F| π are either satisfied or have hitting sets of size at most 4
Pruning all branches of the tree at level n/C gives the claimed restriction decision tree and the time to construct it is immediate from the process we used to define it.
Converting k-DNF Families to Small Juntas
Using our substantially improved construction to achieve small hitting sets our argument now follows the same lines as the argument in Ajtai's original paper, though we make small changes to improve its constructivity. As noted earlier, the key idea is a recursive construction in which we use the hitting sets for the k-terms to produce a much larger family of (k − 1)-DNF formulas for which we can recursively find small deciding sets that can be combined with the hitting sets to produce a small deciding set for each formula in the family.
Theorem 3.11. Let F be a set of k-DNF formulas on {0, 1} n with |F| < m for m ≥ n, let C > 1, and let
n of height n/C such that for π chosen according to a random root-leaf path in T F , the probability that for all formulas
Moreover, there is an algorithm with running time
2 n/C ||F|| O(1) that constructs T F
given F as input and computes for each formula F and successful root-leaf path π, a set S = S F,π of size s such that F | π is an S-junta.
Proof: The proof is by induction on k. The base case k = 0 is immediate since all such formulas are satisfied and hence do not depend on any inputs. In the inductive step we apply Lemma 3.1 with C replaced by kC to find a tree T F so that for almost all restrictions π defined by T F , every formula F ∈ F either has F | π = 1 or F has a hitting set for its k-terms of size at most h = h(k, kC, m) = 2 k 2 +5k+3 k 3k (kC log 2 m) k . For each such good branch π, define the set of formulas F π as follows: For each F ∈ F such that F | π = 1, let H F,π be the hitting set given by Lemma 3.1. Let A F,π be the set of partial assignments σ defined on H F,π with |σ| 
is the upper bound in Lemma 3.1 on the size of the hitting set for the j-terms at most leaves of the tree of height n/(kC) for sets F of j-DNF formulas with |F| < m j . and
) be the failure probability in that lemma. For j = 0, . . . , k, define s j by s 0 = 0 and
Then, by our construction, the probability that for a random path π in T F there is a formula
j and hence
Therefore (2h j−1 ) j−2 < n and hence inductively the h j are bounded by a geometric series with largest term h k . In particular, this means that log 2 m) ). Hence the total failure probability
The constructivity follows from that in Lemma 3.1, the fact that the sets S F,π are easily defined as the tree construction proceeds and, for each π and σ, the formulas {F In this section we derive our algorithm for #AC 0 SAT by deterministically constructing a decision tree of size much less than 2 n that exactly computes the function given by the input AC 0 circuit and then simply walking through that decision tree to compute the number of satisfying assignments. We produce that decision tree by iteratively combining restriction decision trees constructed in the previous section for families of formulas corresponding to levels in the AC 0 circuit. The combination of these trees will only determine the value of the circuit on almost all branches. On any branch where the value is not determined so far, we simply add a complete decision tree for assignments on that branch. This will be a rare enough occurrence that it will not add much to the total size of the tree.
The basic idea in all restriction arguments for AC 0 bounds is to find a simple representation for the input-level subcircuits and then to propagate that simplification to make the next level of the circuit amenable to the same simple representation. Unfortunately, if we apply Lemma 3.11 iteratively, if we start with a collection of m k-DNF formulas and use the junta property for the next level of the circuit, the resulting formula is only an s-junta for s = log poly(k) m which is much larger than k, and immediately would be too large to iterate. For this iterative application we need to apply a further restriction which will set most of the variables. This restriction will be chosen pseudorandomly which is sufficiently constructive for our needs. The argument is given in the next subsection. 
Reducing the Junta Size
that constructs T F given F as input.
Proof: We apply Theorem 3.11 with C = 2 to get a restriction decision tree T F of height n/2 for which on at most a 4k log 2 m exp(−2 −2k−5 k −3 n/ log 2 m) fraction of root-leaf paths π some formula F | π is not an s-junta for s = 2
For each π such that all formulas become s-juntas, we will choose a fixed set R = R(π) of n variables and add a complete restriction decision tree on the variables not in R. Consider choosing R k -wise independently and uniformly among all sets of size n on the remaining n/2 variables. For a fixed set S of size s,
Since this is less than 1/|F| we can fix a set R such that for all formulas F in F, R does not intersect any of the sets
For constructivity, we begin with the constructivity of Theorem 3.11. We then observe that since, by Lemma 2.2, there are explicit k -wise independent probability distributions on n-bit strings with support only n O(k ) so we simply try all possibilities in the family. In order to test whether or not a given R succeeds we use each of the sets S F,π such that F | π is an S F,π -junta, given by the algorithm in Theorem 3.11. For each leaf π, checking that R succeeds amounts to checking that |R ∩ S F,π | ≤ k for each such F ∈ F which can be done in time ||F|| O(1) . 2 n and m = S = n c to the sets of k-DNF formulas that approximate a given level of ∨ gates in the circuit, starting at the bottom. When all those formulas become k-juntas they can be negated and plugged into the ∨ gate at the next level to produce the new family of k-DNFs. The trees are built by appending the new trees at each leaf of the tree for the previous level. We now give the details.
Converting AC
Observe that each gate at the bottom level of ∨ gates is given by a 1-DNF formula so we can sharpen the bound in the base case. Lemma 4.1 shows that there is a restriction decision tree T 1 of height n−n/S 2/k such that for almost all root-leaf paths π of T 1 , after restriction by π, the functions computed by all level-1 ∨-gates of the circuit depend on only k-variables. Therefore this also holds for their negations and hence, after restriction by π, each level-2 ∨-gate of the circuit is a k-DNF formula. Therefore we can apply Lemma 4.1 with a reduced number of variables (though the same k) to the set of level-2 ∨ gates after this restriction to derive a new restriction decision tree T π 2 . We say that a leaf of T i (or a restriction defined by that leaf) to be good iff all level-i ∨-gates reduce to k-juntas after the restriction. The tree T 2 will be derived by taking all good π and appending the tree T π 2 at the leaf of T 1 reached by π. We repeat this again for T 2 and the level-2 ∨-gates and for each of the remaining levels up until we have built tree T d−1 . Since there is only one ∨-gate at level d, it suffices to apply Theorem 3.11 with m = 2 and C = 2 and append the complete decision tree on the variables of the s-junta (note here that this is a decision tree and not a restriction decision tree) computing the one formula associated with each good leaf of T d−1 to obtain a decision tree T d . Clearly, at each good leaf of T d the decision tree exactly computes the value of the ∨-gate at level d. The probability that a branch in T d is in error is at most the sum of the probabilities of error associated with each of the levels. S . The tree T f is either T d or T d with its leaf values complemented, depending on the output gate of the circuit. To build the tree T f we simply take the tree T f and append a complete decision tree on all leaves of T f that are not good. The constructivity of T f and T f follows from the constructivity given by Lemma 4.1 and the fact that we have sufficient leeway in the error probability to absorb the n O(k) term in other exponents.
We note that since any incomplete branch in a decision tree has no correlation with Parity, from Theorem 1.1 (a), we immediately obtain that any AC 0 -circuit of size S and depth d has correlation at most 2 −n/2 2d log 4/5 2 S with Parity, though this is a much weaker bound than that shown in [6] , [5] . Our main consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following algorithm for #AC 0 SAT . Proof: Given a decision tree T we can visit the leaves of T to compute the size of T −1 (1) in time proportional to the size of T . The corollary is then immediate from Theorem 1.1 (b).
Open problems
We have given a deterministic algorithm for #AC an OR of parities on disjoint sets of (log(S/n)) d−1 bits. Closing this gap is an interesting problem and, as in our work, such a result may also yield an improved algorithm.
